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Downturn to “New Normal”? China’s Consumer Economy is Rolling Over 
and Sales of Chicken, Cars, and Shoes Are Taking a Hit 

China SignPost™ 洞察中国–“Clear, high-impact China analysis.”© 

Beijing is likely to come under more significant pressure to implement stimulus 

measures as key parts of the consumer economy slow. With growth remaining lethargic 

in the U.S. and Euro zone, China’s consumers are badly needed to pick up the slack. But 

the data over the last two quarters suggest that China’s consumer class is also becoming 

a bit less sure about the future, and guarding their wallets accordingly.  

For big ticket items, passenger car sales declined by 2% year-on-year (YoY) in the first 

quarter of 2012 and fell by 2% YoY in the second quarter as well (Exhibit 1). As for small 

ticket items, Yum Brands has seen same store sales growth slow over the past 6 months. 

Same store sales growth of 10% would be a great quarter in the U.S., but for the past 

five quarters, Yum’s same store sales grew at an average rate of 17% YoY. 

Exhibit 1: Chicken and Cars both see slowing sales 
YoY change by quarter 

   
 Source: Yum Brands, CAAM
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Yum’s sales slowdown concerns us because the company sells all over China products 

are that are priced to suit the lower middle class consumers who still are not able to buy 

cars, but are happy to eat out a few times per week. As we said in February 2012: 

Meat-rich, high calorie dishes are now increasingly affordable to the 

average person in many parts of China…This affordability has helped fast 

food take hold countrywide. Indeed, only about 25% of Yum Brands’ 

nearly 4,000 restaurants are in the large first tier cities such as Beijing and 

Shanghai. Nearly 1/3 of the company’s outlets reside in Tier 4-6 cities that 

few people outside of China know exist, even though they may be home 

to nearly a million people each. 

Shoe and sporting apparel sales are also taking a tumble 

Exhibit 2: Nike futures orders in China 
YoY change, by quarter 

  

Source: Nike 

http://www.chinasignpost.com/2012/02/supersize-me-rising-fast-food-sales-suggest-china-will-keep-driving-a-global-farm-commodity-boom/
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While Nike’s sales climbed 10% in its second reporting period of 2012, it is unsettling 

that futures orders—a good indicator of what store managers think customers’ demand 

will be—fell off a cliff in the second quarter of 2012. After rising by 20% or more each 

quarter between August 2011 and February 2012, Nike’s Greater China futures orders 

managed only a 2% increase in the last reported quarter (Exhibit 2).  

The slowdown in sales of key consumer goods is a telling element of today’s larger China 

market story: growth that might seem reasonable or even impressive in mature 

Western economies, but that is a significant comedown from China’s largely pedal-to-

the-metal growth since reforms began in 1978. The Chinese Communist Party’s 

legitimacy and policies revolve around robust economic growth and the slowdown 

poses a major challenge for China’s fifth-generation leadership, poised to assume power 

at the 18th Party Congress this October.  

The old growth model that worked so well in many ways for the past three decades has 

largely run out of gas, a new model based on greater consumer demand will be hard to 

implement because of strong vested interests that join political and economic power to 

degrees unparalleled in the West, and global demand for Chinese exports appears likely 

to remain disappointing for at least the next 12 months. Major policy changes in Beijing 

are unlikely as everyone waits for China’s next paramount leader, Xi Jinping, to 

consolidate power and build consensus behind the policies he will pursue. 

Implications 

China’s continuing consumer slowdown spells volatility for global farm commodity and 

crude oil markets, which are being depressed by drought, economic weakness in the 

U.S., and ongoing turmoil in the Euro Zone. It also promises to undermine electricity and 

coal demand in China, as factories slow down and consumers purchase fewer power-

hungry appliances.  

Indeed, electricity generation and consumption, widely regarded as  relatively reliable 

(and hard to manipulate) if imperfect indicators, were weak in June 2012, with power 

production flat (YoY) and power consumption up by 4.3% YoY, as opposed to the 13% 

growth in power consumption reported during June 2011. In this vein, market watchers 

should not be deceived by rising Chinese seaborne coal imports, as these are currently 

being driven more by rising production costs and inland transport bottlenecks in China 

than they are by actual net demand growth. 
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We believe that because of the political succession period coming up for both China and 

the U.S., major pro-growth policy steps will be tough sells politically, with political 

gridlock and policy paralysis reigning in the meantime. At least two quarters of stagnant 

economic growth in the U.S. and China and sideways-to-mildly-downward macro-level 

commodity market movements are in the offing. Quarters are the appropriate 

increment by which to analyze these markets, because the China passenger car, coal, 

and farm commodity stories—which we believe in over the next 5 years—are cyclical 

beasts and looking from month to month fails to provide adequate analytical context.  

Beyond the current Chinese consumer downdraft, the next 12-18 months of car, 

chicken, and shoe sales will reveal what the “new normal” of Chinese consumer 

behavior is likely to look like. And from that, the forces likely to shape key global 

commodity markets will become clearer. From around the world to within the corridors 

of power in Beijing, everyone is waiting to see what will happen—the stakes are high for 

all concerned. 
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